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RC10 B74 4WD 1/10 Team Buggy Kit 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 

Price with discount $779.99

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $779.99

Sales price without tax $779.99

Discount 

Tax amount 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

The RC10B74 was designed with focus on performance and durability.
Features like the easy-access, quick-change differential height make tuning for different track surfaces and ride heights quicker than ever.
7075-T6 aluminum bulkheads and arm mounts provide precision and durability, while the updated shocks with increased stroke length allow for
more consistent jumping and landing. Also included, is a rear hub assembly with a modular vertical ball stud mount and axle height insert
system to allow the finest roll center adjustments possible. With many other features, the RC10B74 Team Kit gives you all the performance and
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adjustability necessary to keep you racing at the front of the pack.

Requires assembly, paint, and electronics.

Features:

CVA assemblies for center drive-line with aligned shafts for minimal torque loss and improved efficiency
Rear hub assembly with modular vertical ball stud camber link mounts and axle height system for precise roll center adjustments
Outer rear hinge pins captured with bolt head and lock nut for increased durability
7075-T6 aluminum motor mount and 7075-T6 aluminum center bulkhead have increased rigidity to maintain more accurate gear mesh
2.5mm graphite battery strap with sliding support tabs for fine tuning battery position (accepts any R.O.A.R. approved 2S "shorty" packs)
7075-T6 aluminum 9 degree caster blocks
"Floating" servo mount with 7075-T6 aluminum mount and 2.5mm graphite brace
Factory Team ball bearing set with 26 precision ball bearings, now oiled instead of greased for more efficient drivetrain
Aluminum clamping wheel hexes, front and rear
Lightweight clear body and clear wing included
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